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	Excuse me, but who are you, exactly?


	You are a father or mother, a son or daughter, husband or wife, a significant other, a rock
	climber, a kite-flyer, a bicycle enthusiast, a marathon runner, a collector of old movies, a
	secret novelist, a boxing fan. You are the center of your universe. On the picture collage from
	the company picnic, which is taped to the wall just inside the cafeteria, you are represented
	by color photos of you with your colleagues, eating potato chips and tossing a Frisbee.
	But to your company… you are a collection of bytes. In the recesses of your employer’s
	servers, you are represented in binary.


	From Patrick McGoohan’s surreal TV show The Prisoner, we get the famous line, “I am
	not a number, I am a free man.” Well, forget it. You are a whole bunch of numbers, all of
	them ones and zeros. There’s likely a central cluster of ones and zeros that established a
	foundation for you when you landed the job. Or when you initiated the bank account, or
	the phone service, or the request to get your refrigerator repaired, or whatever else you did
	to plant your flag saying, “I exist.” And you branched out from there.


	Here’s your life cycle as ones and zeros:


	The first thing you get is a profile. Name, address, phone, e-mail, hat size, all the
	attributes that say who you are. Your profile is the launchpad from which you are propelled
	into the maze of databases and applications that determine what you can have, what you
	can do, and what is being done to you. One day, when you change jobs, get your phone
	service, or finally have a working fridge, this data transmogrifies into who you were, what
	you did, and what was done to you.
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Synthetic Instruments: Concepts and ApplicationsNewnes, 2004
The way electronic measurement instruments are built is making an evolutionary leap to a new method of design called synthetic instruments. This promises to be the most significant advance in electronic test and instrumentation since the introduction of automated test equipment (ATE). The switch to synthetic instruments is beginning now, and it...
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Speedlights & Speedlites: Creative Flash Photography at the Speed of LightFocal Press, 2009
Canon Speedlites and Nikon Speedlights are small, off-camera flashguns that can provide big results - if you know how to use them properly. Acclaimed Boston photographers Lou Jones, Bob Keenan and Steve Ostrowski guide you through the technical and creative aspects of how to get the most out of these powerful tools in this indispensable guide,...
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Blender 3D Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features Develop realistic and awesome machines for your 3D projects and animation films Gain the ability to look at a piece of machinery in real life and then recreate it in Blender Develop a comprehensive skill set covering key aspects of mechanical modeling Book Description Blender 3D is one of the top pieces of 3D animation software....
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Consumer's Guide to Cell Phones & Wireless ServiceSyngress Publishing, 2001
Choosing the right mobile phone and service plan can be overwhelming, particularly if you travel abroad - this truly international guide is ideal for the mobile executive Experts estimate that by 2005 there will be over 1.26 billion wireless phone users around the world. (Source: Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association). It's overwhelming...
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Diseases and Disorders: A Nursing Therapeutics ManualF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Everything your students need to know about caring for patients is in this one portable reference! Now in its third edition, Diseases and Disorders: A Nursing Therapeutics Manual, containing complete information on hundreds of disorders, is still a "must have" reference for every nurse. In a concise format, this handbook allows...
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Modeling Evolution: An Introduction to Numerical MethodsOxford University Press, 2010

	Computer modeling is now an integral part of research in evolutionary biology. The advent of increased processing power in the personal computer, coupled with the availability of languages such as R, SPLUS, Mathematica, Maple, Mathcad, and MATLAB, has ensured that the development and analysis of computer models of evolution is now within the...
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